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The summits of the seamounts comprising the southern
Emperor Seamount Chain and northern Hawaiian Ridge
 Koko-Hancock Seamounts! lie at depths of 250 to 400 m;
Russian data indicate that the topography produces much
surface current meandering and upwelling in the region.
In 1967, Soviet trawl fishermen discovered vast quanti-
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associated with summits of these seamounts. Two years
later, Japanese trawlers entered the fishery. They
achieved their highest annual catch per unit of effort
in 1972 with a sharp decline after 1976. With the
advent of the 200-mile UPS. fishery conservation zone,
the Hancock Seamounts came under U.S. jurisdiction.
Comparison of the U.S. foreign observer data obtained
on Japanese trawlers in 1978-82 with earlier Japanese
data show trawl catches on Hancock have generally been
declining since the high catch of 1972. Seamounts of
the Hawaiian Ridge located south of Hancock and east of
180' longitude differ in having shallower summitsf
higher summit water temperatures, and fish faunas domi-
nated by subtropical reef and snapper-grouper species.
Meristic and electrophoretic work on pelagic armorhead
indicates the existence of one stock inhabiting the
range of seamounts between Koko and Hancock. Morpho-
logical variation among pelagic armorhead is little
understood.
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INTRODUCTXOH

The islands, banks, reefs, and seamounts of the Hawaiian
Ridge extend northwesterly from the island of Hawaii some 3,500
km to Colahan Seamount. To the northwest of Colahan the Emperor
Seamounts extend from the Milwaukee Seamount Group northward
2,300 km to Meiji Seamount  Jackson et al., 1980!. The Emperor-
Hawaiian Ridge area is composed of at least 107 identifiable
volcanoes from which all the associated topographical features
originate. These volcanoes are thought to have been produced by
the northward movement of the Pacific plate over a "hot spot"
with the bend at the junction of the Emperor-Hawaiian Ridge area
caused by a shifting of the plate to the northwest. Results from
a variety of dating techniques on samples obtained from sites
throughout the Emperor-Hawaiian Ridge area show a pattern of
increasing age with distance from the island of Hawaii  Dalrymple
et al., 1981!. This indicates that the seamounts are among the
oldest of topographic features within the Emperor-Hawaiian Ridge
area. The seamounts discussed in this review are Koko, Yuryaku,
and Kammu of the southern Emperor Seamounts Chain and Colahan,
C-H, NW Hancock, SE Hancock, Ladd, Nero, and unnamed seamounts B
to ll of the northern Hawaiian Ridge. All are situated within an
area bounded by lat. 26' to 36' N and lang. 174'W to 171 E  Figure
1!. A seamount is defined as a more-or-less isolated elevation
of the sea floor appearing circular or elliptical in cross-
section, with a minimum relief of 1 km, comparatively steep
slopes, and a relatively small summit area. Most, if not all,
seamounts are volcanic in origin  Menard, 1964!.

The seamounts of the southern Emperor-northern Hawaiian
Ridge area from Koko to Hancock Seamounts  hereafter designated
SE-NHR!, lie within the mean flow of the North Pacific Current.
Results of Soviet investigations in this region indicate a sub-
stantial perturbance in the surface current field, apparently
produced by the seamounts  Borets, 1980!. Fedosova �974!
reported the existence of cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies over
the SE-NHR seamounts. These eddies fluctuated seasonally in
location and dimension, but apparently persisted throughout the
year.

The sea-surface temperature  SST! annually ranges from 15
to 26'C at Koko Seamount, 18 to 27' C near the Hancock Seamounts,
and 22' to 29'C to the south in the vicinity of seamounts 8 and
9. Maximum SST usually occurs during August-September and the
temperatures are lowest in February-March  Eber et al., 1968!.
Unfortunately, temperature data for the seamount summits are
scarce, and comparisons are complicated by the wide range in sum-
mit elevations. Available data indicate an annual range in sum-
mit temperatures of 8' to 15 C among the more northerly seamounts
 summit depths of 250 to 400 m! from Yuryaku to SE Hancock. The
southern seamounts, from Ladd to seamount 8, have ."hallower sum-
mit depths of 50 to 200 m and temperatures of 14' to 24 C  Japan
Narine Fishery Resource Research Center, 1973; Japan Fisheries
Agency, 1974; Gooding, 1980!.
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Figure 1. The southern Emperor-northern Hawaiian Ridge
seamounts

Besides fluctuations in the current field and water tempera-
ture, seasonal changes in plankton biomass over the seamounts
have been observed in the area between lat. 27 and 37 N, long.
170'E and 178 W. Soviet investigators found areas of highest
pLankton biomass in the spring. These areas were displaced down-
current of upwelling zones in the winter-spring period, whereas
in spring-summer they were found near eddies. The winter-spring
conditions were explained relative to the intensification of the
North Pacific Current and the directional coincidence of prevail-
ing winds, whereas during spring-summer there was a weakening of
this current  Fedosova, 1974! . Pontekorvo �974! suggested that
zones of upwelling are produced on opposite sides of a seamount.
These zones are roughly aligned with the prevailing current and
intensified during the winter. Bezrukov and Natarov �976!
attributed the formation of high biological productivity over the
SE-NHR seamounts to a favorable abiotic regime produced by the
intense vertical water circulation.
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SEAMOUNT T%ULMIe FISHERT � PAST AHD PRESEHT

The discovery of a bottom trawl fishery resource on the
SE-NHR seamounts was made by a Soviet commercial trawler in
November 1967. The resource consisted primarily of pelagic

h, 2hltLC ~, 8 1f, 8
 Figures 2 and 3! . Shortly thereafter, a Soviet trawl fishery
began on the SE-NHR seamounts. From December 1969 through July
197 0, Soviet trawler s harvested approximately 133,400 metric tons
 MT! of pelagic armorhead from the seamounts  Sakiura, 1972! .
This is the only catch data available for the Soviet trawl fleet
although Soviet trawlers have probably continued to fish the sea-
mounts to the present. In 1968-69, two Soviet research cruises
surveyed an area f rom lat. 21' to 36'N, and long. 160' E to 165'W.
Seamounts surveyed were Koko, Milwaukee  consisting of Kammu,
Yuryaku, and Daikakuj i Seamounts!, Hancock  ref ers to NW and SE
Hancock Seamounts!, and two unidentified seamounts. Pelagic
armorhead was the principal species caught on each seamount.
Total catch of a1fonsin ranged from 5 to 30 percent at Koko and
accounted for 25 percent at Milwaukee. The catch of alfonsin on
the other seamounts was not given. Catches of pelagic armorhead
at each seamount were found to vary diurnally. Catches would
generally increase after 1800 hours and peak just before sunrise
 Sakiura, 1972!.

The Japanese seamount trawl fishery began in August 1969.
An initial 2-year exploratory phase defined suitable trawl
grounds and developed markets for the catch. Unlike the Soviets,
the Japanese have made available their trawl catch and effort
data, by seamount, for pelagic armorhead and alfonsin caught
during 1969-81  Takahashi and Sasaki, 1977; Sasaki, unpublished
data!. These data cover trawling on the following seamounts:
Koko, Milwaukee, Colahan, C-H, Hancock, and others.

Figure 4 shows the annual effort  in trawl hours! at each of
the seamounts during 1969 � 81. During the exploratory phase
Milwaukee was surveyed intensively, whereas during 1972-73 effort
was more equitably partitioned among all the seamounts. Effort
during the following years �974-81! was concentrated at Koko and
Milwaukee.

The annual catch of pelagic armorhead is shown in Figure 5
for 1969-81. The annual catches fluctuated widely at Milwaukee
during 1969 � 77, whereas they fluctuated less at Koko, Colahan,
and Hancock. The fluctuations in catch at Koko and Milwaukee
during 1969-71 and 1974-76 appear to coincide with fluctuations
in effort. Outside of these fluctuations, the catch record shows
two remarkable events. First was the high annual catches at
Colahan in 1972 and Hancock in 1973 with a decline and modest
increase in effort, respectively. Also, the 1972 catch at Mil-
waukee showed a large increase compared with the 1971 catch in
spite of a decrease in effort. The second event was the plummet-
ing of catches starting in l977 at Koko and Milwaukee despite
increased effort and a subsequent depression in catches at all
seamounts through 1981, regardless of changes in effort.
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Figure 2. Morphological
variation in specimens
of pelagic armorhead,

Upper specimen repre-
sents the lean type,
middle specimen the
intermediate type, and
lower specimen the fat
type ~

Figure 3. Specimens
of alfonsin, genus
Beryx. Upper spe-
cimen is 5.
~c+~~ and the
lower specimen, 5.
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Figure 4. Yearly effort of Japanese trawl fishery for
pelagic armorhead and alfonsin at six
seamounts within the Emperor-Hawaiian Ridge
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Figure 5. Yearly catch of pelagic armorhead taken by
Japanese trawlers at six seamounts within
the Emperor-Hawaiian Ridge
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The annual Japanese catch per unit effort  CPVE! of pelagic
armorhead during 1969-81 is shown in Figure 6. The depressed
CPUE during 1969-71 is probably indicative of the exploratory
nature of the fishery during this time. The CPVE for all sea-
mounts rose during 1972-73, declined at most seamounts until
1978, and thereafter, remained at a low level through 1981. The
general decline reflects the decline in catch over each seamount
with the exception of Hancock in 1978 and C-H in 1981. The
increased CPVE at Hancock in 1978 resulted from a 178-MT catch
during 6 trawling hours in May. A 51-MT catch during 5 trawl-
ing hours in January and a 99-MT catch in 7 hours in February
accounted for the increase at C-H in 1981. Also the peak CPUE at
Hancock in 1972 resulted from a 1,870-MT catch in 24 trawling
hours during July. All these CPVEs appear to represent. fortui-
tous increases in pelagic armorhead availability over very short
periods of time.

Figure 7 shows a plot of annual catch, effort, and CPUE of
pelagic armorhead for all seamounts combined during 1969-81.
Although CPUE steadily declined throughout 1973-79, catches were
fairly steady during 1972-76 even if more effort was expended
during 1974-76 than during the previous 2 years. Although only
5.7 percent �,236 hours! of the total effort �1,625 hours
throughout 1969-81! over all the seamounts was expended during
1972-73, the catch amounted to 29.8 percent �4,927 MT! of a
total 184,109 MT harvested from all seamounts during 1969-81. In
contrast, the total catch during 1977-81 was only 5�8 percent
�0,679 MT! despite the fact that 48.5 percent �0,494 hours! of
the total effort was expended.

The highest total catch of pelagic armorhead during 1969-81
occurred at Milwaukee  Figure 8!. Milwaukee contributed 53.6
percent toward the total catch and also received the greatest
effort �8.0 percent!. Hancock contributed 8.7 percent toward
the total catch with 4.7 percent of the total effort.

The second species of importance in the Japanese trawl fish-
ery was alfonsin. The annual catches at each seamount, shown in
Figure 9, were either small or incompletely reported during
1969-75. Since armorhead is the primary target species of the
trawl fishery, catches of alfonsin, although important, are inci-
dental. Apparently no alfonsin catch data were collected and/or
published for 1974-75. From 1976 to 1981, all seamounts showed
an overall catch increase with the exception of Hancock. Figure
10 also shows a similar trend in CPUE with the exception again at
Hancock. These increases in alfonsin catch and CPUE closely
coincide with the sharp decreases and sustained depression in
catch and CPUE of pelagic armorhead.
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Figure 6. Yearly catch per unit effort of pelagic
armorhead taken by Japanese trawlers at six
seamounts within the Emperor-Hawaiian Ridge
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Figure 7. Three-way plot of yearly effort, catch, and
catch per unit effort of pelagic armorhead
from Japanese trawl fishery data; all
seamounts combined
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Figure 8. Three-way plot of effort, catch, and catch
per unit ef f ort of pelagic armorhead f rom
Japanese trawl fishery data; years l969-Sl
combined
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Figure 9. Yearly catch of alfonsin taken by Japanese
trawlers at six seamounts within the Emperor-
Hawaiian Ridge
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Figure 10. Yearly catch per unit effort of alfonsin
taken by Japanese trawlers at six seamounts
within the Emperor-Hawaiian Ridge
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The largest catches of alfonsin were made during 1980-81,
accounting for 59.0 percent �6,558 MT! of a total 28,063 NT
reportedly harvested throughout 1969-81. During 1969-76 before
pelagic armorhead catches dropped at all seamounts, its contri-
bution to the total catch  only pelagic armorhead and alfonsin
are considered here! was 98.6 percent �73,430 NT! and alfonsin
1.4 percent �,532 NT!. For 1977-81, when catches of pelagic
armorhead remained low, it accounted for only 29.5 percent
�0,679 NT! of the total catch while alfonsin rose to 70.5 per-
cent �5,531 MT!. The effort expended during the two periods was
11,131 trawling hours for 1969-76 and 10,494 trawling hours for
1977-81. In 1969-81, the largest amount of alfonsin was taken at
Milwaukee, contributing 55.4 percent �5,534 MT! toward the total
catch. The effort expended there was 48.0 percent �0,373 hours!
of a total 21,625 hours for all seamounts.

Like the Soviets, the Japanese also observed diurnal fluctu-
ations in the CPUE of pelagic armorhead. Results of trawl survey
work at Kammu, Colahan, and Hancock showed two peaks in CPUE over
a 24-hour day  Kitani and Iguchi, 1974!. The CPUE generally
peaked between 0300 to 0700 and 1600 to 1800 hours. With the
possible exception of the exploratory phase, it is assumed that
trawl hauls were mostly made at night.

The inclusion of Hancock within the 200-mile U.S. fishery
conservation zone  FCZ! in March 1977 placed management of the
fishery resources there under jurisdiction of the United States.
Regulations were implemented and an annual catch quota for bottom
trawling and bottom longlining of 2,000 NT and a limit on effort
of 60 vessel-days were set. A license and complete catch reports
for each trip are also required. Another requirement is the
placement of a U.S. fishery observer onboard all vessels permit-
ted to operate within the FCZ. This latter requirement allowed
an onsite inspection of this fishery and the opportunity to
independently gather catch data. Japan's total yearly catch
quota for all species  except for nonretention ones! at Hancock
was 1,000 NT. During 1978-82, nine Japanese trawlers operated
under permit at Hancock, each with a U.S. observer onboard. In
1977, Japanese trawlers fished Hancock only during the period
before its inclusion in the FCZ. The number of Japanese trawlers
that fished at Hancock was one each in 1978 and 1979, two each in
1980 and 1981, and three during 1982.

The effort data collected by U.S. observers' at Hancock
during 1978-82 are not in agreement with published Japanese data
which apparently exclude effort and catch at SE Hancock during

U.S. foreign observer reports for Japanese permit trawling at
Hancock Seamounts during 1978-82 are available from Southwest
Fisheries Center Honolulu Laboratory, National Marine Fisheries
Service, NOAA, Honolulu, HI 96812 ' They include reports on the

Z 2. R M Kt~ ' ll
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1978-81, thereby explaining the higher effort and catches reported
by U.S. observers  Figure ll! . Since no independent estimates of
catch and effort exist for earlier fishing conducted at Hancock,
it is not known whether earlier data were also excluded for SE
Hancock. In addition, the trawler fishing at Hancock in 1978 used
a different measure of effort from the conventional one, i.e.,
elapsed time the trawl net was submerged. Effort was therefore
roughly adjusted using data from a comparable-sized Japanese
trawler. These discrepancies probably account for the differ-
ences in effort, catch, and CPUE at, Hancock during l978. The
other discrepancies for 1979-8l may solely result from the exclu-
sion by the Japanese of SE Hancock from the Hancock category.
Despite these discrepancies, observer data collected during
1978-82 show a similar sustained trend of low pelagic armorhead
catches'
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Figure ll. Yearly effort, catch, and catch per unit
effort of pelagic armorhead taken by
Japanese trawlers at Hancock Seamounts as
determined by U.S. foreign observers
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The observer data also show low alfonsin catches at Hancock
during 1977-82, a trend apparent in earlier years  Figure 9!
according to a report by Takahashi and Sasaki �977!. The 1982
observer data show a slight increase in catch and CPUE for alfon-
sin with less effort than that made in 1981  Figure 12!.
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Figure l2.

Since 1976, the Southwest Fisheries Center Honolulu Labora-
tory of the National Marine Fisheries Service  NMFS! has made
several very limited surveys of the fishery resources of the
Emperor-Hawaiian Ridge seamounts as an adjunct to the tripartite
and Sea Grant investigations of the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands
 NWHj:!. Most of the effort was concentrated at Hancock. Because
of differences in gear and technique, and the small amount of
trawli'ng effort, data from NMFS surveys are not directly compara-
ble with the Japanese data. The NMFS surveys, ho~ever, were
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important as initial exploratory work and as a means for deter-
mining species composition of the seamount community and collect-
ing sampLes for life history studies.

Besides trawling, NMFS investigated the Hancock summits with
bottom handlines and traps. Bottomfishing was conducted primar-
ily with 10-hook and 20-hook handline rigs powered by hydraulic
gurdies. Catches consisted primarily of pelagic armorhead and
spiny dogfish, +c~~ sp. At Koko, the handline catch consisted

h, ~ i . * I»
conducted at Hancock using a variety of fish traps. Catches
were dominated by +c~~ sp. and pelagic armorhead was rare.
Although catches of ~~ sp. were relatively high from hand-
line and trap fishing, they were incidental in the trawl catches'

OTHER Sammam FZSSERIES

Bottom longlining

Although emphasis has been on trawl fishing, other fisheries
operate on and around the seamounts. In 1972-73, a bottom long-
line fishery which primarily targeted alfonsin was initiated at

h ' ' ' h

E M I ~ " 'i " S~ t
 Sasaki, 1978! . The gear is used to f ish the summit and slopes
and can be set in areas inaccessible to trawlers. I.I. Ikehara
�976: personal communication! reported that bottom longlining
at Koko yielded an unspecified quantity of P. z~~gZ at depths
of 800 to 900 m. However, no catch and effort data on the sea-
mount bottom longline fishery are available. An interview with
one of the fishing masters revealed that catches of alfonsin and

spp. were declining by 1976 and fewer Japanese vessels
were fishing the area  Suisan Sekai, 1976!. The fishing master
also stated that a number of Korean vessels were involved in this
fishery.

Gill netting

It was reported that 79 Taiwan gill net vessels began fish-

1981!. Fishing was conducted in the area of the Emperor Sea-
mounts. However, since no specific locations were given it is
unknown whether this fishery included the southern Emperor Sea-
mounts. These vessels were reportedly catching 3 to 6 NT per
day. Approximately 200 Japanese squid jigging vessels and 200
gill net vessels were also operating on the Emperor Seamounts ~

Other Taiwan vessels were reported to be fishing for saury,
d

and juvenile saury are abundant in waters around the SE-NHR
 Selitskaya, 1972!.
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Coral dragging

The first fishery resource to be discovered on the SE-NHR
seamounts occurred in 1965 when Japanese fishermen found exten-
sive beds of pink coral at Milwaukee. H. Ozawa �970: personal
communication! revealed that 113 MT of pink coral was harvested
at Milwaukee in 1969 by Japanese fishermen. The harvesting
method employed in this fishery involves the dragging of a
weighted object across the bottom. Tangle nets attached to the
weight. collect the pieces of dislodged coral. This fishery

~~gal, present at depths of 275 to 458 m, and ~~~gm sp.
nov., found between 915 and 1,281 m.

Precious coral resources are present at seamount 10  Grigg,
1974! and at Hancock although precious corals at the latter have
apparently been harvested by foreign fishermen prior to 1977.
With the advent of the 200-mile U.S. FCZ, foreign harvesting of
precious corals and their retention through incidental catches by
foreign trawlers or longliners, under permit to fish Hancock, are
prohibited. However, R.W. Grigg �983: personal communication!
has found that 20 MT of precious corals were illegally harvested
within the FCZ by foreign fishermen during 1980-82. During this
time, about 600 MT of precious corals were harvested throughout
the Emperor Seamounts by Japan and Taiwan. Reports from U.S.
foreign observers~ indicate few incidental trawl catches of pre-
cious corals occur at Hancock; all such catches are not retained.

ICHTHYOFAUNA OF THE SEANOUNTS

During the early 1970s, Japanese efforts to expand the trawl
fishery for pelagic armorhead extended to various seamounts
located throughout the NWHI. Survey results showed a distinct
change in the ichthyofauna at the seamounts located southeast of
Hancock. The commercial and incidental species of the SE � NHR
seamounts were absent from the predominantly subtropical ichthyo-
fauna on the southern seamounts  I add, Nero, and seamounts 8 to
11!. These results indicated a sharp demarcation of the ichthyo-
fauna coinciding with the 180th meridian  Iguchi, 1973; Japan
Marine Fishery Resource Research Center, 1973; Japan Fisheries
Agency, 1974!. Seamount survey data collected by NMFS, plus pub-
lished information  Barsukov, 1973; Barsukov and Fedorov, 1975;
Katayama, 1975; Chen, 1980: Nakaya et al., 1980; Kanayama, 1981;
Borets, 1982; Dolganov, 1982; Parin and Mikhailin, 1982; Nakabo
et al., 1983; Yabe, 1983! and a personal communication  I.I.
Ikehara, 1976! have provided new records of the distribution of
species  Table 1!. The few species reported from Colahan and
seamounts 10 and 11 reflect the small effort expended there. No
data on C-H seamount are available.

'-See footnote 1
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TABLE l. DISTRIBUTION OF FISH SPECIES BY SEAMOUNT

FamilySpecies

~uuuualua mi,urudLir
~ mlmdana
aaczz dauadaubylua

~~a argantaua
Zeanuaia nebulnsa

aia uaumala
Euignnua atbarinnisha
Sabaa~ flamaaua
zadanmma lunula:

X X
X X

X

X X

X X
X
X

X X
X
X

zentaucrua wLunniuua
Ka~tbiaa lLaituggi
~Lmabunnrua l Lyxanua
Bembrnua filifara
zb!gKh{2ugDba Iggrrnmi z+u~mi

Eeapar<~ rnaeaviruiia

301

hrinama lurida
kntigLILia xubaaucau
Zaliunlanua miua
Ualar<tyreue sp.
irLubiudm miacantbua
embar im~

lrLt;all a maXimuLriuzi
Xrzthruulaa uuintillana
Galatians liuba
3anaania
Gannatuma alungatum
Murnliuua muF~ri
TLatrnnaarbaa ijiami
MaulieM ~

sp
Traubiutarua iria
P~sr~ ~raila
Gbaunax fimbriate
2 arabs
Hi<W ~<ZllLlai PLLLf152JK
Bcmbradium rnacum

kaamuanaia
Zcrisradiun maXaarua

gus uaiuar
Ze&bndaaumua ranuia

Gbimaara u|Mnni
Hsliuq1enua sp.
ZnzulLiua
hdalaaeba~
Caprndun uniocular
Lmidinn inr|~aae
Iegidiun ~midgei

Nyctophidae
Berycidae
Berycidae
Trachichthyidae
Diretmidae
zeidae
Centrolophidae
Apogonidae
Scorpaenidae
Moridae
Macror~sidae
Naaeidae
Antigoniidae
Scorpaenidae
Mor idae
Iaphiidae
Scombri dae
Bothidae
Nor idae
Emnelichthyidae
Squalidae
Bathylagidae
Gonostanatidae
Gonostcmatidae
Astronesthidae
Chauliodontidae
Chlorophthalmidae
Macr our idae
Trachipteridae
Ogcocephaiidae
Chaunacidae
Bothidae
Pleuronectidae
Platycephalidae
Callionymidae
Peristediidae
Trichiuridae
Trichiuridae
Serranidae
Chimaeridae
Scorpaenidae
Scorpaenidae
Scorpaenidae
Serranidae
Moridae
Noridae
Ereuniidae
Pentacerotidae
Serranidae
Serranidae
Bembropsidae
Congridae
Lutjanidae
Antigoniidae
Emmel ichthyidae
Nugiloididae

KS NS CS HS SS LS & S9 SS



TABLE 1. DISTRIBUTION OF FISH SPECIES BY SEAMOUNT  continued!

Species KS MS CS HS SS IS MS S9 S8Pamily

Squalidae
Squalidae
Ster noptychi dae
Lut janidae
Astronesthidae
Bothidae
Gempylidae
Gona stanatidae
Hopi ichthyidae
Mar idae
Myctophldae
Myctophidae
Mugiloididae
Serranidae
Synaghobranchidae
Ar gentinidae
Dasyatidae
Squalidae
Tr achichthyidae
Squalidae
Scorpaenidae
Tr ichiur idae
Moridae
Zeidae
Trachichthyidae
Car char hinidae
Hexanchidae
Chlorophthalmidae
Tr iacanthidae
Bramidae
Alopiidae
Anoplopomatidae
Squalidae
Car angidae
Centrolophidae
Pr iacanth idae
Antigoniidae
Moridae
Squalidae
Ganpylidae
Pentacerotidae
Polymixi idae
Pistular iidae
Veliferidae
Car angi dae
Car angi dae
Car angidae
Mull idae
Mull idae
ANnodytidae
Car apidae
Chaetcdontidae
Chaetodontidae
Ostr aciontidae
Canthigaster idae
Balistidae

Etaaticrua ~illus
ius hraailiIa}sis

hcmru};mlecus suuleat}}s
km~uudao, mauGa}Luas
~ne~ tuqif Sr.
hrnuglussus debilis
H}u st}uI grstiuauS
heraus attuntiuus
Huuliubthxa sp.
Zhzsiuutus adelmami
Hzutuuhu}D uiti<~m
I}lan}hus |Iauhuus

m~'~ma
Tsmauoidss Xilauentuaus.
Headiu showa~
Glussaauduu strubaaksci
~~i mahKCRcQi
MhiI}urhiuuS ~

mrna ,arus zillasus
}ieliuuleuus faduuzi
Lapidugus lax
Luammm}a IhuChxbir

Hug1m~hus md~ansus
Zrianaus glauua
Ha QRKbus grissu

ubluugus
iiuilaxdia gusliusi
Dxumn ~
~giaa sp.

giS Zaaifar

I}scavtarus tamil
%~ebs iauuuiua
Canhcnla huuus
Mtigunia sus
~brutus griuslli
~~S sp.

PsILtauems riubaphani
Znlzmizia hsrnd&

ia xillqaa

I}suautsrus sp.  not ~}
Z~s
~la aursuvitt

sp,
JSSudUQJ1CuS sP.
Dls}dmin sp.
~> sp.
~~Auuhuu mili-~
Ghaatuduu fremblii

sp.
~tbigas};sr ~

sp.

X X
X

X X

X X X
X X
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TABLE 1. DISTRIBUTION OF FISH SPECIES BY SEAMOUNT  continued!

Species Family

Lutjanidae
Carangidae
Acanthuridae
Priacanthidae
Serranidae
Scorpaenidae
 heilodactylidae
Congridae
Congridae
Lut j anidae
Muraenidae
Muraenidae
Ser ranidae
Carangidae
Muraenidae
Congr idae
Car angidae
Lut janidae
Lut janidae
Lut janidae
Scor paenidae
Tetr aodontidae
Labridae

X X X
X
X

X
X
X X X X
X X
X

X X X X X
X X X
X

Ggooakharax hexad'
Cabin!ehalua quarnus
Maioli Wmerili
G~Muxqx mdula~
Bauer. glimmer
~ igoqblia

xaaahas
X

X X
X X

X
X X

Note: KS = Koko Seamount; MS = Milwaukee Seamount Group; CS = Colahan Seamount; HS = Hancock
Seamounts; SS = Seamounts 10 and 11; LS = Ladd Seamount; NS = Nero Seamounts; S9 =
Seamount 9; S8 = Seamount 8

Apart from the transitional species, subtropical reef fishes
and members of the commercially important snapper-grouper complex
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Most fishes occurring on the summit of northern seamounts
are deep-water, benthic-demersal forms. The predominance of
these types is hardly surprising since the collections were
derived almost solely from bottom trawls. Some mesopelagic types
were also collected, although it is uncertain whether these spe-
cies were collected in the water column above the seamount or
represent mesopelagic species which exhibit more demersal affin-
ities. Most fishes collected from the northern seamounts were
small and of no commercial value. Of the 80 fish species found
only among the northern seamounts, more than 50 percent are known
to occur elsewhere within the Hawaiian archipelago. Table 1 also
shows that 9 of the 90 species found at the northern seamounts
are distributed beyond the l80th meridian. Most of the transi-
tional species occurred at Ladd and Nero Seamounts. Two of them,
~JW' i "P»*h4
centered in the northern seamounts. Only one specimen of g.

Ql1ii~ and two of pelagic armorhead were taken within the
southern seamounts. The remaining seven transitional species are
known from elsewhere in the Hawaiian archipelago.



characterize the ichthyofauna of the southern seamounts. Sea-
mounts 10 and ll may be exceptions. Although these new results
confirm a distinct ichthyofaunal change near the 180th meridian,
the ichthyofauna of Ladd and Nero  and probably seamounts 10 and
ll! may be of a more transitional nature than originally thought.
Since most of the fishes inhabiting the northern seamounts occur
elsewhere in the deeper waters of the Hawaiian Archipelago, the
shallower summits and warmer temperatures characteristic of
southern seamounts apparently offer an unsuitable habitat for
these species.

LIPE HISTORY OP TARGET SPECIES

Pelagic armorhead

Distributional information on the smallest reported sizes of
pelagic armarhead came from results of Soviet ichthyoplankton
surveys over the SE-NHR seamounts in 1969 and 1976  Borets,
1979!. These specimens ranged from 5 to 20 mm long and occurred
mare frequently south of 33' N. The egg, larval, and juvenile
stages inhabit the surface layers and their distribution is sub-
ject to the meanderings of the surface currents  Borets, 1979!.
The first report of a juvenile was a 35-mm specimen collected
off Cape Horn, South America and was initially given the name
! ' ' !' '"d " " ! 'h,
then, juveniles have been collected aff New Zealand  Smith,
1964!, from south of the Aleutian Islands  Honma and Mizusawa,
1969; Randall, 1980!, and aff Gough Island in the southeast
Atlantic  Borets, 1980!.

Pelagic armorhead was first described in 1844 from a
530-mm adult specimen taken in deep water off Cape Point, South
Africa  Smith, 1964!. Adults are known elsewhere in the south-
east Atlantic fram Valdivian Seamount in the Walvis Ridge area
 Borets, 1980!. In the Pacific, adults are known from both
hemispheres. Besides the large population inhabiting the SE-NHR
seamounts, adults also occur at Hellish Bank  Takahashi and
Sasaki, 1977! and at Ladd Seamount and Kure Atoll  from a single
specimen collected at each!  Randall, 1980!. In Japanese waters,
adults occur around the Boso Peninsula  Abe, 1957! and off
Hachijo Island and the Ogasawara Islands  Abe, 1969; Zama et al.,
1977b!. A few adult specimens have also been collected in waters
along western North America from British Columbia  Welander et
al., 1957; Clemens and Wilby, 1961; Hart, 1973!, Oregon  Wagner
and Bond, 1961!, and California  Follett and Dempster, 1963;
Smith, 1965!. Adults and juveniles also inhabit waters south of
the Aleutian Islands and around the Gulf of Alaska in the north-
east Pacific  Welander et al ~ , 1957; Chikuni, 1970!. In the
South Pacific, the Soviets collected five adult specimens from
one of the seamounts located on the Sala y Gomez Ridge in the
vicinity of Easter Island  Borets, 1980!. The Japanese obtained
three large adults off the east coast of Australia at; Derwent
Hunter Seamount.
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Apparently, pelagic armorhead in the Pacific have an anti-
tropical distribution. The lowest latitudinal records are at
Kure Atoll  lat. 28'30.82'N, long. 178 20.86'W! in the North
Pacific  Randall, 1980! and Sala y Gomez Ridge  lat. 24'57'S,
long. 97'41'W! in the South Pacfic  Borets, 1980!. A preliminary
effort to locate pelagic armorhead in the Hawaiian islands  lat.
20 to 22 N! was unsuccessful  Okamoto, 1982!. Borets �980!
recognized two distributional centers of reproductive adults:
the SE-NHR seamounts and Walvis Ridge. Aside from these areas,
"good" fishing grounds were reported near Hachijo island  Abe,
1969!. A number of pelagic armorhead have also been caught in
oceanic waters of the northeastern Pacific by Japanese whaling
ships. These fish were taken by night handlining at the surface
under ship's lights. They have also been found in the stomachs
of sei whales captured from this area  Chikuni, 1970; Sasaki,
1974! ~ The presence of large numbers of pelagic armorhead in sei
whale stomachs infers an epipelagic existence in these waters
since these whales are known to preferentially feed on surface-
dwelling fish  Chikuni, 1970!.

Pelagic armorhead in the northeast Pacific are known only
from surface or nearsurface waters during June-September
 Welander et al., 1957; Honma and Nizusawa, 1969; Chikuni, 1970;
Randall, 1980!. Pelagic armorhead school in the surface waters
of the northeast Pacific during daylight and nondaylight hours.
Among the SE-NHR seamounts, pelagic armorhead are commercially
taken from depths of 200 to 490 m  Takahashi and Sasaki, 1977!.
Aggregations of pelagic armorhead have been recorded on the
slopes of seamounts at the 800- to 900-m depth  Sakiura, 1972;
Borets, 1980!. Chikuni �970, 1971! suggested that: the horizon-
tal and vertical distribution of pelagic armorhead is correlated
with a certain temperature range. He surmised that: the absence
of pelagic armorhead during northeast Pacific winters indicated a
lower tolerance limit of 5'C, and that their year-round occur-
rence on the SE-NHR seamounts and during summer in the northeast
Pacific suggested an upper limit of 15 to 20'C. Chikuni sug-
gested a preferred range of 8 to 15'C and reasoned that their
absence on the Emperor Seamounts north of Koko  depths of 1,000 m
or more! and on Hawaiian Ridge seamounts east of the 180th
meridian  shallow summits! was due to intolerably low and high
temperatures, respectively.

As stated earlier, the catches of pelagic armorhead vary
diurnally on the seamounts. The Soviets report that this is due
to a vertical migration upwards from the summit as daylight
approaches and a descent to the summit at dusk. The fish remain
on the summit during darkness and in the upper water layers  80-
to 100-m depth! during daylight  Sakiura, 1972!. Barnett3
reported a correlation between poor night catches and shipboard

~See footnote 1, specifically W.B. Barnett, 1981, Southwest Fish-
eries Center Administrative Report H-81-9.
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fish finders showing concentrations of fish  presumed to be
pelagic armorhead! at levels either above or beyond the summit.
A variation of the hypothesis reported by Sakiura was proposed by
Kitani and Iguchi �974! . They agreed that the fish rise off the
summit during daylight, but they also maintain that the fish
descend past the summit during the night. Consequently, it was
felt these fish pass through the summit level twice during the
night: once af ter dusk and again bef ore dawn. Both Soviet and
Japanese investigators suggest that these vertical movements are
related to the foraging activity of pelagic armorhead. Soviet
results  Sakiura, 1972! indicate that pelagic armorhead preferen-
tially feed during daylight, especially between 0800 and 1000,
and feed little or not at all during the night. The findings of
Kitani and Iguchi �974! are contrary to Soviet results since
they found a higher proportion of stomachs with food between
midnight and dawn. However, field observations by U.S. foreign
observers~ indicate that feeding takes place only during day-
light, primarily in the morning and late afternoon.

The Soviets report that surface-dwelling crustaceans are
important prey items of pelagic armorhead  Sakiura, 1972!. A
portion of the diet consists of deep-scattering layer organisms
 Sasaki, 1974!. Prey items are primarily arnphipods, copepods,
pteropods, euphausiids, sergestids, macrura, tunicates, and
myctophids. Borets �979! reported that juveniles feed on
smaller plankters, particularly copepods, whereas adults prey
chiefly on tunicates, euphausiids, and mesopelagic fishes.
Stomach contents examined during a Japanese survey cruise
consisted of copepods, krill, mysids, myctophids, and other
rnesopelagic fishes  Japan Fisheries Agency, 1974!. Chen �980!
found two species of red deepsea shrimp to be the principal prey
of pelagic armorhead taken at Kamrnu. The U.S. foreign observers5
identified amphipods, copepods, euphausiids, salps, shrimps,
myctophids, and other small fishes as principal prey items.

The spawning season of pelagic armorhead at the SE-NHR
seamounts has been determined from several sources  Japan Fish-
eries Agency, 1974; Sasaki, 1974; Bilim et al., 1978; Borets,
1979! to extend from December to March. Spawning peaks during
January-February. The proportion of spent individuals increases
from February to March although some ovaries were found in a
pre-spawning condition in March  Sasaki, 1974!. The U.S. foreign
observers6 found most females in an early developing stage during
April-tune whereas Chen �980! found well-developed ovaries in

"See footnote 1, specifically T.K. Kazama, 1978, Southwest Fish-
eries Center Administrative Report 15H, 1978 and W.B. Barnett,
1982, Southwest Fisheries Center Administrative Report H-82-21.

~See footnote 1
~See footnote 1, specifically T.K. Kazarna, 1978, Southwest Fish-
eries Center Administrative Report 15H, 1978 and W.B. Barnett,
1982, Southwest Fisheries Center Administrative Report H-82-12.
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May. Soviet investigators found ovaries in an early develop-
mental stage in summer and fall; moderate development began in
September  Sakiura, 1972!. Pre-spawning conditions were present
among some females in rnid-November  Bilim et al., 1978! . No eggs
were collected in plankton tows over the seamounts during spring;
however, large numbers of juveniles were reported in March-April
 Sakiura, 1972; Sasaki, 1974!.

Fecundity estimates for 30-cm females of pelagic armorhead
from three SE-NHR seamounts ranged from 99,000 to L10,000 eggs
 Borets, 1979!. Studies by Bilim et al. �978! indicate that
during spawning, eggs are released in four to six batches.
Chikuni �970! reported that 6-year-old fish are sexually mature
and suggested that first maturity occurs at an ear.Lier age. Age
estimates of 3 years for 22-cm fork length  FL! and 6 years for
32-cm FL fish were determined by annular ring counts on scales.
Chikuni estimated the age groups of pelagic armorhead taken in
the trawl fishery  mean FL of 30.0 cm! are 5 to 7 years old.
Results of spectrophotometric analysis on scales by Vasil'kov and
Borets �978! and information reported by Borets �979! indicate
ages of 6 to 8 years for 26- to 30-cm fish.

A growth of 7.5 cm in 3 years  from an initia L length of
25.4 cm! was reported by Hart �973! for a pelagic armorhead held
in captivity at Vancouver Aquarium, British Columbia. However,
yearly increment growth data indicate that a growth of 7.5 cm in
the wild  from a similar initial length! requires more than 4
years  Borets, 1979!. Borets showed a 7.5 to 7 ' 7 cm growth from
age 0 to 1 and growth between subsequent year classes decreasing
to 1.0 to 1.4 cm from age 9 to age 10. At present,, NMFS is con-
ducting an otolith analysis to determine age and growth.

A perplexing aspect of pelagic armorhead biology is the
presence of morphological variants among adults on the SE-NHR
seamounts  Figure 2!. A number of reports  Japan Fisheries
Agency, l974, Sasaki, 1974; Takahashi and Sasaki, 1977; Chen,
1980! have commented on this variation and recogni':ed two or
three types. Observations by NMFS personnel on ~Ti~~d ~!~~
research cruises and on foreign vessels indicate three types of
pelagic armorhead based on body depth and color. The "lean" type
is more elongate and is brown to brownish-gray. The "fat" type
has a relatively greater body depth, somewhat "square-shaped,"
with a bluish dorsal region and a white ventral region. An
"intermediate" type has a body depth in-between the other types
and a lean type coloration. It has also been noted by NMFS
researchers and Takahashi and Sasaki �977! that certain lean
types captured at Hancock appear rather emaciated, with skin that
is easily ruptured. Gonads are poorly developed in these fish
and the viscera discolored. All of these apparent abnormalities
indicate an unhealthy condition. These fish also lack fat
deposits in the visceral cavity and other lean fish had limited
amounts. Fat types and intermediate types to a lesser degree
have large fat deposits in the visceral cavity.
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All three types of pelagic armorhead are found within the
SE-NHR seamounts although lean and intermediate types predominate
in the catches. The fat types are relatively rare in the trawl
catches on the seamounts. However, only the fat types have been
found in the northeast Pacific. The distribution and coloration
of fat types suggest a primarily epipelagic existence.

The variability in body type of adult pelagic armorhead is
apparently absent in the juveniles. Photographs of juveniles
appearing in Smith �964! and Honma and Mizusawa �969! show them
to be relatively deep bodied with a mottled coloration, primarily

1 . f, . 3W
show similar coloration during the epipelagic phase., This color-
ation eventually disappears when juveniles shift to a deeper
demersal existence  Zama et al,, 1977a!.

To better define the nature and significance af the varia-
tions between types, a preliminary morphometric and meristic
study was begun at NMFS. A breakdown of the sample size accord-
ing to seamount, sex, and type appears in Table 2. The morpho-
metrics and meristics of specimens by seamount, sex, and type are
shown in Table 3. The means were analyzed within each of the
three sources  plus their four possible combinations! using a
three-way univariate ANOVA  Statistical Analysis System, 1979!
 Table 4! .

Highly significant differences within sex and type occur
among all morphometric variables measured. However, there is
also a significant sex-type interaction which probably influenced
the results within each of the two previous sources. The sample
sizes shown in Table 2 indicate that the lean sample was domi-
nated by males, whereas in the intermediate sample, females
predominated. Sex-type differences in body length may also have
influenced the results. Maximum body depth is plotted against
standard length by sex in Figure 13 and by body type in Figure
14. Aside from the sex and type variation in body depth, these
plots also indicate that the males and lean types were smaller
compared with females and intermediate types. Nhether these
tendencies within the sample accurately reflect the seamount
population of pelagic armorhead is unknown. En light of probable
interactive effects and possible sample bias, the results for sex
and type are inconclusive. Results of the seamount-sex and
seamount-type comparisons indicate that each particular sex and
type alone are not significantly different morphometrically
between seamounts. However, there were significant differences,
especially in weight, between pelagic armorhead of different
seamounts. Borets �979! presented results of a morphometric
study indicating no significant differences among samples of
pelagic armorhead taken at four seamounts within the SE-NHR area.
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TABLE 2. SAMPLES OF PELAGIC ARMORHEAD USED IN MORPHOMETRIC
AND MERISTIC STUDIES

All Three

SE Hancock NW Hancock C-H Seamounts
Combined

Specimen

Leans

Female

Male

Total

ll
28

39

19

27

46

24

32

56

54

87

141

Intermediates

Females

Male

Total

32

26

58

44

7

51

31

10

41

107

43
150

Fats

Females

Male

Total

7

13

20

9

19

28

Total by Sex
Fema le

Male

50

67

65

40
170

149

55

42

319117 105 97TOTAL

The meristic results shown in Table 4 do not separate the
three body types. Borets �979! presented similar meristic
results for four seamounts although no comparisons were made for
sex, type, and their possible combinations. These meristic
results are of interest because of speculation on whether the
types represent genetically distinct species or subspecies. To
better address this question, tissue samples from these types
were collected for electrophoretic analysis; results are not yet
available. An earlier electrophoretic study on 10 protein sys-
tems from samples collected at four SE-NHR seamounts detected no
genetic differences in fish  Borets, 1979! .
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The ecological significance of the different body types is
little understood. Borets �980! reported that the young are
pelagic until a certain size and later shift to a demersal habi-
tat, especially over the seamounts. This shift occurs around age
7, which corresponds to the sizes constituting the bulk of
pelagic armorhead taken in the trawl fishery. Borets, however,
makes no specific mention of polymorphic variation in relation to
the habitat changers
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TABLE 4. RESULTS OF ANOVA ON MORPHOMETRIC AND MERISTIC DATA
PROM PELAGIC ARMORHEAD

Seamount Sex Seamount Seamount
x Sex x Type x Type x Sex x TypeCharacter istic

Degrees of Freedom 1 2

*** *4* HS

*4* *** HS

*** *** NS

**4 *** NS

*4* HS

NS

*f% ttf NS

**4 *+0 NS

kkk it* NS NS

ther *** NS

r!s

HS

NS

NS

HS

NS

Noter NS = P > 0.05; ~ = 0.01 ' P < 0.05; ~~ = 0.001 P 0.01; "~* = P 0.001

Norphometr ic
weight  g!
Standard

Length  mrr!
Fork

Length  mrr!
Greatest orbit

Length  mrr!
Least interorbital

length  mrr!
Snout

Length  mrr!
Read

Length  mm!
Predorsal

Length  mn!
Predorsal to Prepelvic

Length  mn!
rraximum Body

Depth  mrr!

 !eristic
Lateral Line Scales in

Standard Length
Upper Gill Rakers

on First Arch
Lamer Gill Rakers

on First Arch
Dorsal

Spines
Anal

Spines
Dorsal Soft

Rays
Areal Soft

Rays
Pectoral

Rays
Precaudal

Vertebrata
Caudal

Vertebrata
Total

Vertebrata

HS NS NS

NS NS NS

* HS NS

NS b8 NS

NS NS NS

NS NS NS

NS NS NS

NS NS HS
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The annual mean FL of pelagic armorhead pooled for all sea-
mounts is available from 1969 to 1976  Takahashi and Sasaki,
1977! and for 1977-79 and 1981  Sasaki, unpublished data!  Table
5!. For 1972, the mean FL was apparently smaller than earlier
and succeeding years. Perhaps coincidentally, the CPUE for 1972
was the highest recorded for three of the seamounts, and the CPUE
was higher at the remainder  Figure 6! . Length data from the
Japanese trawl fishery at Hancock during 1971-74 and 1976 are
given in Table 6, and NNFS data for 1978-82 are plotted in Figure
15. Data from all seamounts combined and those from Hancock show
a tendency toward slightly higher mean FL in the later years of
the fishery compared with the earlier years. The FI ranges at
all seamounts combined and for those at Hancock indicate the
trawl fishery is harvesting a very narrow length range. Appar-
ently the sma3.ler and larger pelagic armorhead are relatively
rare inhabitants of the seamounts since the traw3.s are capable of
retaining much smaller fish. The largest known specimens from
the seamounts area are a 495-mm total length  TL! female and a
498-mm TL male  Randall, 1980!. The largest recorded pelagic
armorhead is a 555-mm TL specimen from Cape Point, South Africa
 Smith, 1964!.

Annual mean FL by sex was derived from data collected at
Hancock by NMFS during 1978-82. Females have a s3.i.ghtly larger
mean FL than males. Table 7 gives the results of a two-way
univariate ANOVA which indicated a highly significant difference
in mean FL between the sexes and that the pattern of this dif-
ference is also highly significant in each year. Pooled NNFS and
Japan Fisheries Agency �974! sex ratio data for Hancock indicate
no departure from a 3.:1 ratio.

2 11
head has been reported by Borets �979! . This ectoparasite is
commonly found attached to the musculature of the dorsal region.
The infestation rate of this parasite was 44 percent at Koko and
55 percent at Nilwaukee. The Japan Fisheries Agency �974!
reported the frequent occurrence of small unidentified ectopara-
sites on pelagic armorhead taken at SE Hancock. Numerous small,
unidentified parasites were found in this study on the gill
filaments of virtually all pelagic armorhead. Intermuscular
parasites were rare.
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TABLE 5. COMBINED FORK LENGTH DATA OF PELAGIC
ARMORHEAD TAKEN BY JAPANESE TRAWLERS
AT SEAMOUNTS

Mean

 cm!
Range
  cm!Sample SizeYear

TABLE 6. FORK LENGTH DATA OF PELAGIC ARMOR-
HEAD TAKEN AT HANCOCK SEAMOUNTS BY
JAPANESE TRAILERS

Mean

 cm!
Range
  cm!Sample SizeYear

1971
1972

1973
1974

1976

1,199
599

200

900

93

28. 8
27. 8

28.7
28.5
28.8

25-34
26-34

27-33

24-33

27-31

314

1969
1970
1971
1972

1973
1974
1975
1976
1978
1979

1981

375
166

4,400
6,410
3,138

20,724
11,736

8,517
5,508
2,412
2 i 664

29.2
29.2

28.9
27. 4
29.0
28.8

28.9

29.5
31 ~ 3

30 ' 9

32.1

2',4-36

26-34

24-40

20-34

25-35
21-37
23-35

15-35
23-44

21-39
27-40
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Figure 15. Yearly frequency distribution of pelagic armorhead at
Hancock Seamounts from data collected by the South-
west Fisheries Center Honolulu Laboratory, National
Marine Fisheries Service. Values above bars repre-
sent the number of measurements within the interval.
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TABLE 7. ANOVA ON LENGTH DATA, BY SEX, FOR PELAGIC ARMORHEAD
TAKEN AT HANCOCK SEANOUNTS BY JAPANESE TRAWLERS

Mean Fork MOVE

Length of
Females  an! Source d.f. PR > F

~r Mean Fork
Year of Length of

Males Males  cm!

Number of
Females

Sex 1
Year 4

Sex and 4
Year

29.7

29.7
30.5

30.7

30.7

29.1

29.0

29.7

29.7

29.9

1978 222
1979 461
1980 2,302
1981 620
1982 578

325

577
1,759

817

790

Note NS = P > 0.05; *** P < 0 ' 001

Alfonsin

Alfonsin are primarily distributed within two areas of the
Pacific northern hemisphere. Within the central North Pacific,
alfonsin are found from Koko to Hancock within the Emperor-
Hawaiian Ridge Area. In the western Pacific, an alfonsin fishery
has existed for many years in Sagami Bay, Japan. Their distri-
bution also extends south of Honshu, Japan to Izu, Kinansho, and
further south to Komabashi Seamount near Palau  Chikuni, 1971;
Sasaki, 1978!. In the central North Pacific alfonsin are only
found on seamounts, whereas in the western Pacific they are also
found on continental shelf areas. Information on the worldwide
distribution of alfonsin is given in Busaklin �982!.

In a tagging study conducted in Sagami Bay, most alfonsin
were recaptured offshore. Alfonsin length-frequency data from
several locations in the western Pacific indicate a pattern of
increasing size with depth and a decreasing size with latitude.
The length range of alfonsin in Sagami Bay  representing higher
latitudes! was 17 to 20 cm compared with 35 to 50 cm from south-
ern areas  Chikuni, 1971!. Length-frequency data collected by
NMFS in 1978-82 for Hancock are shown in Figure 16.
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Alfonsin apparently have a pelagic early life history; they
subsequently adopt a demersal habit by age one. In the western
Pacific, dispersal of eggs and larvae is strongly affected by the
Kuroshio current. No information is available on eggs and larvae
over the SE-NHR seamounts. Chikuni �971! suggested that early
life stages may be recruited between the two central areas, espe-
cially toward the SE-NHR seamounts.
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Figure 16. Yearly frequency distribution of alfonsin at Hancock
Seamounts from data collected by the Southwest
Fisheries Center Honolulu Laboratory, National Marine
Fisheries Service. Values above bars represent the
number of measurements within the interval.
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Figure 17. Frequency distribution for 1978-82 combined
of alfonsin, by sex, at Hancock Seamounts
from data collected by the Southwest Fish-
eries Center Honolulu Laboratory, National
Marine Fisheries Service

No information is available on spawning season  or the
existence of reproductive alfonsin! at the SE-NHR seamounts.

33. 8

Although the smaller size group  similar to that from Sagami Bay!
predominates, a larger size group is also sometimes present. The
size distribution of alfonsin at Hancock apparently does not fol-
low the distributional patterns reported for the western Pacific
by Chikuni �971!. Figure 17 shows the distribution, by sex, of
alfonsin from Hancock  NMFS data from 1978 to 1982!. The distri-
bution of the two sexes indicates that sexual dimorphism is not
responsible for the existence of different size groups. Combined
NMFS and Japan Fisheries Agency �974! data show a nearly equal
sex ratio at Hancock.



U.S. foreign observers7 have reported that many of the small,
trawl-caught alf onsin appear sexually immature. Chikuni �971!
reported that in the western Pacific the spawning season is from
August to October.

Based on a study of otoliths, Ikenouye �969! determined the
following age-length relationships for alfonsin:

9

19

26

30
33

These results suggest that the bulk of the alfonsin caught in the
seamount trawl fishery are 2 years old  Figure 16!. Ikenouye
reported that alfonsin in the western Pacific first reach matu-
rity by age three.

The feeding habits of alfonsin on the SE-NHR seamounts are
not well known. Krill, mysids, copepods, myctophids, and other
mesopelagic fishes have been found in alfonsin stomachs  Japan
Fisheries Agency, l974!. Results of other Japanese survey
cruises  Aomori Prefectural Fisheries Experimental Station, 1976!
showed small fish to be the most abundant prey, followed by deca-
pod and schizopod crustaceans. Barnett~ identified prey items
consisting of benthic shrimp, fish, and tunicates and also found
relatively large amounts of fine silt in the gut.

NANAGENERT

Japan is the only foreign nation thus far to fish under
permit at Hancock since the establishment of the FCH in 1977.
Beginning in l978, Japan was allocated half of a yearly total
allowed level of foreign fishing  TALFF! of 2,000 NT  all species
included! ~ However, the Japanese have never attained the allot-
ted quotas The total yearly Japanese catches at Hancock, deter-
mined by U.S. foreign observers~ are as follows: 1978, 393.0 NT;
l979, 205.4 NT; 1980, 795.4 NT; 198l, 662.0 NT; and 1982, 393.0
NT.

The l982 ex-vessel value  in U. S. dollars! was $763/NT
 dressed! for pelagic armorhead and $240/NT  round! for alfonsin
landed in Japan  R. T. B. Iver sen, l983: personal communication! .

7See footnote 1
See footnote 1, specifically W.B. Barnett, l982, Southwest
Fisheries Center Administrative Report H-82-21.
See footnote 1
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No U.S. fishermen have yet fished commercially at Hancock.

Set forth in the preliminary management plan for the sea-
mount groundfish fishery of the Pacific, as published in the
Federal Register, U.S. management policy ideally requires the
determination of a maximum sustainable yield  MSY! . Given MSY it
would then be possible along with other considerations, to calcu-
late optimum yield. After assessing the level or potential level
of harvesting by UPS. fishermen, a TALFF could then be derived.

Determination of MSY requires an accurate assessment of
stock structure. Available biological information on pelagic
armorhead indicates that one common stock exists among the sea-
mounts of the SE-NHR. Hence, catch and effort data from all
these seamounts could be incorporated in determining MSY. Xn
this regard, the Japanese fishery data could serve as a basis
for this determination. Also needed is an accurate delineation
of the stock's home range. A determination of the home range
requires a consideration of the distribution of pelagic armorhead
by body type. All three body types have been found on the sea-
mounts; however, only fat types inhabit the northeast Pacific
during summer, their whereabouts after summer being unknown.
Consequently, there is a question of whether the home range of
the fat type extends well beyond the seamounts or whether the fat
type represents an independent stock. Available biological
information is still insufficient to conclude that the fat type
represents a pelagic, predemersal phase and that ultimately these
fish return to the seamounts. Until the status of the fat type
is better understood, the determination of MSY based on seamount
catches alone may be of little value for management purposes.
Another management problem is the accessibility of this fishery
to other fishing nations. Because most of the SE-NHR seamounts
are located in international waters, there is some question as to
how effectively the pelagic armorhead resources within the FCZ
could be independently managed. The most effective management
plan would ultimately adopt a holistic approach and thereby
require the involvement and cooperation of all nations partici-
pating in this fishery.

SUMMARY

Until fairly recently, investigations of the SE-NHR sea-
mounts were principally geological. With the Soviet discovery in
1967 of fishery resources on the seamounts, a series of biologi-
cal and oceanographic studies began. Soviet oceanographic
studies show the existence of intense vertical circulation and
the meandering of surface currents near the seamounts. These
physical processes are believed to be responsible for the higher
plankton biomass found in this area compared with the more oligo-
trophic environment of surrounding waters'

The main fishing activity in this region has been the initi-
ation of a trawl fishery on the SE-NHR seamounts. Of principal
commercial importance is the pelagic armorhead and, to a lesser
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extent, alfonsin. During a 7-month period at the beginning of
the fishery, the Soviets reportedly harvested 133,400 MT of
pelagic armorhead. In 1969, the Japanese also entered the sea-
mount trawl fishery. Annual Japanese catches for all seamounts
combined ranged from 19,000 to 35,000 MT during 1972-76. How-
ever, catches sharply declined during l977-81, ranging from 500
to 6,200 MT. With the establishment of the U.S. FCZ, the Hancock
Seamounts came under U.S. jurisdiction and consequently various
regulations were developed. Japan was the only foreign nation to
fish under permit at. Hancock during 1978-82. During this period,
catches of pelagic armorhead were very low, reflecting a similar
trend among the rest of the SE-NHR seamounts. No U.S. fishermen
have fished in the seamount fishery. Other smaller scale fish-
eries operating on the SE-NHR seamounts were bottom longlining,
primarily for alfonsin; bottom dragging for precious corals; and
gill netting for squid and saury.

Surveys of Hawaiian Ridge seamounts south of Hancock
revealed large differences in the ichthyofauna. The primarily
deep water, benthic, and demersal fishes of the SE-NHR seamounts
are replaced by subtropical reef and snapper-grouper fishes of
the shallower southern seamounts. Seamounts 10-ll, Ladd, and
Nero appear to have a more transitional ichthyofauna.

Little is known about the life history of pelagic armorhead.
Evidence indicates a common, reproductive stock on the SE-NHR
seamounts. These fish apparently undergo diurnal vertical move-
ments, becoming closely associated with the summits at night and
the upper water column during daylight. Mesopelagic organisms
appear to be an important food resource.

A still unresolved problem concerns the existence of three
different morphological types among pelagic armorhead. The lean
and intermediate type are brownish and predominate over the sea-
mounts. The fat type has blue and white pelagic coloration, is
infrequently caught over the seamounts and is the only type known
to inhabit oceanic waters far from the seamounts. No meristic
differences were found among the three types. Although the fat
type is suspected to be representative of a pelagic, predemersal
stage common to all members of this species, conclusive evidence
is lacking. Resolving the status of the fat type in the popula-
tion is needed before stock structure can be determined. Until
then estimates of MSY must be based solely on seamount commercial
catch data.
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PELAGIC PISHERIES RESOURCES OP THE NORTHWESTERN HAWAIIAN ISLANDS

Thomas ST Hida

Southwest Fisheries Center Honolulu Laboratory, National Marine
Fisheries Service, NOAA, P.O. Box 3830, Honolulu, Hawaii 96812

Included in this paper are reviews of data collected by
the Hawaii Division of Aquatic Resources on the fish
catch in the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands  NWHI! by
longlining and trolling in recent years, the relatively
new fishery for albacore, ~~ ~Lgagm, in the
vicinity of the NWHI that is being carried out by U.S.
West Coast albacore trollers, and some of the longline,
live-bait., and gill-net fisheries that are being
carried out by Japanese and Taiwan vessels in the North
Pacific Ocean.

gill net
longline
troll

live bait

pelagic fisheries
Northwestern Hawaiian Islands

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to review some of the pelagic
fisheries within the 200-mile U.S. fishery conservation zone
around the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands.

DOMESTIC CATCHES IN THE NORTHWESTERN HAWAIIAN ISLANDS

328

The commercial fish landing reports of the Division of
Aquatic Resources  DAR! of the Hawaii Department of Land and
Natural Resources from 1971 through 1980 show that fish harvested
in the NWHI ranged from 23 to 108 metric tons  MT!  Table l!.
Besides the total landings, shown in parentheses are the catches
of pelagic species. The amount of pelagic species caught fluctu-
ated from 1.7 to 9.4 MT and represented 2 to 26 percent of the
fish caught in the NWHI, with an average of 11 percent. Table 2
shows the catch by species for the same years. The catches of
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made a noticeable contribution of 1,200 kg in 1975, as
k'67*k ~ ghee ','hh ~ 66

kg in 1979. These data show that the amount of pelagic species
caught in the NWHI contributed less than 1 percent of the state' s
annual fish landings. This indicates that the pelagic fish
resources are either very scarce in the NWHI or that pelagic spe-
cies are not being fished very hard. It seems that the latter is
true � that pelagic resources in the NWHI are not being utilized
to any significant extent by Hawaiian fishermen.

TABLE 1 ~ COMMERCIAL LANDINGS OF FISH CAUGHT IN
THE NORTHWESTERN HAWAIIAN ISLANDS,
1971-80

Metric Tons Sold ValueYear

Source: Data from Hawaii Division of Aquatic
Resources

Note: Contribution to the landings by pelagic
species given in parentheses

PELAGIC FISH OBSERVATIONS IN THE NORTHWESTERN HAWAIIAN ISLANDS

The data collected from the bird flock and fish school
observations made on the cruises of the Tgyn~gd ~o~~ in the
NWHI from 1976 to 1982 were analyzed since bird flocks are known
to be associated with fish schools. Their abundance would theo-
retically reflect pelagic fish school abundance. The recorded
observations were summarized by three subareas  Figure 1!. Sub-
area I includes Nihoa, Necker Island, and French Frigate Shoals.
Subarea II includes Gardner Pinnacles, Laysan Island, and
Lisianski Island Subarea III includes Pearl and Hermes Atoll,
Midway Islands, and Kure Atoll.
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1971

1972
1973
1974
1975

1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

36.5
23.4
30.8
25.2

36.4
35-. 0

64.0
94. 9

66.4

107.5

�. 4!
�. 0!
� ~ 8!
� ~ 7!
 9.4!
 8.1!
�. 2!
� ~ 7!
 8.8!
�.5!

$ 52,848
46,282
65,979
53,277
70,439
89,272

279,366
360,742
260,655
623,479
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Bird Plocks

The total numbers of bird flocks and fish schools sighted
were 61 in subarea I, 101 in subarea II, and 56 in subarea III.
Well over 50 percent of the bird flocks seen in each area were
made up of flocks estimated to have 26 to 100 seabirds. It was
noted that the larger flocks of over 100 birds were more numerous
in subareas II and III where they accounted for 29 to 34 percent
of the flocks recorded.

Pish Schools

Of the 58 fish schools recorded for subarea I, 12 were
porpoises  Delphinidae!, 9 were skipjack tuna, 5 were kawakawa, 3
were yellowfin tuna, and 4 were mixed tuna schools. Of the 71
fish schools observed in subarea II, 16 were porpoises, 13 were
yellowfin tuna, 6 were kawakawa, 4 were skipjack tuna, and 3 were
flyingfish  Exocoetidae!. Of the 28 schools sighted in subarea
III, 4 were porpoises, 4 were yellowfin tuna, 3 were kawakawa,
and 2 were flyingfish. Thirty-eight percent of the fish schools
sighted could not be identified.

Trolling

Besides observing bird flocks and fish schools while on the
cruises of the gag~~, trolling was conducted whenever
possible. Trolling catches were also summarized by the same
three subareas. The trolling records show that 284 fishes were
caught in subarea I, 332 fishes in subarea II, and 123 fishes in
subarea III. Of the 284 fishes caught in subarea I, 190 �7
percent! were kawakawa, 44 �6 percent! were yellowfin tuna, and
19 � percent! were wahoo. In subarea II, of the 332 fishes
caught, 181 �4 percent! were kawakawa, 55 �7 percent! were
yellowfin tuna, and 46 �4 percent! were wahoo. Of the 123
fishes caught in subarea III, 72 �8 percent! were yellowfin
tuna, 22 �8 percent! were skipjack tuna, and 20 �6 percent!
were kawakawa. The average size of the species caught were as
follows: skipjack tuna, 2.8 kg; yellowfin tuna, 8.6 kg; wahoo,

~ h
6.2 kg.

FOREIGN FISHERIES IN THE NORTHWESTERN HAWAIIAN ISLANDS

I,ongliners

Yong and Wetherall �980! made estimates of catches by
Japanese longliners within the 200-mile U.S. fishery conservation
zone in the NWHI for the years 1971 through 1977  Table 3!. The
catches of albacore, 7.. ~~ngy, ranged from 170 to 910 MT
during these years. Yellowfin tuna catches ranged from 120 to
470 MT and bigeye tuna, g. g~g~, catches ranged from 100 to
l�300 MT. Only negligible catches of skipjack tuna and bluefin
tuna, T. ~g~, were made. The annual tuna catches ranged from
500 MT in 1974 to 2,400 MT in 1976.
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TABLE 3. ESTIMATED CATCH  METRIC TONS! BY JAPANESE LONGLINERS
IN THE NORTHWESTERN HAWAIIAN ISLANDS, 1971-77

Year

Species
1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

348
133

496
2

Total tunas 1,689 2,034 980 498 856 2,399 2,262

Total billf ishes 417 437 196 97 119 387 203

Grand total 2~106 2~463 1~176 595 975 2 786 2~465

Source: Data from Yang and Wetherall, 1980

Among the billfishes, catches ranged from 27 to 220 MT for
swordfish, ~X'~~g g~~g, 20 to 261 MT for striped marlin,

aatlltua ', » * » ', II.J .
1 ', ll. ~, h

P X

from 97 to 437 MT. The annual catches of tunas and billfishes by
Japanese longliners during these years ranged between 600 and
2,800 MT and averaged 1,800 MT.

The number of days fished in the NWHI by the Japanese long-
liners from 1971 to 1975 ranged from a low of 444 to a high of
1,747. Based on 2,000 hooks fished per day, Yong and Wetherall
calculated catch per unit of effort for these vessels to be 14 to
19 tunas per 1,000 hooks fished �8 to 38 per day!. The catch
per unit of effort for billfishes ranged from two to three per
1,000 hooks fished  four to six per day!.
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Albacore
Yellowf in tuna

Bigeye tuna
Skipjack tuna
Bluefin tuna

Blue marlin

Striped marlin
Broadbill
Black marlin
Spearfish and sailfish

398 478
467 268
821 1,284

2 2

1 2

81 62

261 173
63 192

4

8 8

281 170
119 171

95 512
2 2
1 1

18 24 14

78 20 70

89 45 27
1 1 1

10 7 7

912 446
330 304

1,155 1,510
1 1

1 1

22 26

136 113

220 57

1 2

8 5



Bait Boats

Yong and Wetherall also made estimates of catches by Japan-
ese bait boats within the 200-mile U.S. fishery conservation zone
in the NWHI from 1972 through 1977  Table 4!. The annual skip-
jack tuna catches ranged from 823 to 4,375 MT. Annual catches of
some of the other tunas ranged from 20 to 337 MT for yellowfin
tuna, and 71 to 734 MT for bigeye tuna. Albacore and bluefin
tuna were, at times, caught only in small quantities. The annual
catches made by these bait boats ranged from 964 to 5,619 MT.

It was reported that bait boats fishing withi
the NWHI made catches of 20 to 90 MT per day of mi
skipjack, yellowfin, and bigeye tunas when fishing
May of 1977 and 2 to 4 MT per clay when fishing was
and July of 1977  Tanaka, 1978!. It was also repo
to five bait boats fishing within 200 miles of the
1979 made catches of 7 to 38 MT of mixed skipjack,
bigeye tunas per day, averaging 8 to 10 MT per day
1980!.

TABLE 4 ~ ESTIMATED CATCH  METRIC TONS! BY JAPANESE BAIT BOATS IN
THE NORTHWESTERN HAWAIIAN ISLANDS, 1972-77

Year

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977
Species

Total tunas 1,458 952 2~168 2~258 4 510 5 495

Others 37 12 25 12494 37

Grand total 1,495 964 2,193 2,352 4,547 5,619

Source: Data from Yong and Wetherall, 1980

NORTH PACIFIC ALBACORE FISHERIES

The North Pacific albacore fisheries extends throughout the
North Pacific. The albacore landings made by Japanese longline
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Albacore
Yellowfin tuna
Bigeye tuna
Skipjack tuna
Bluefin tuna

26 0
19 20

105 109

1,282 823
26 0

0 89

50 167
147 71

1,971 1,906
1 25

n 200 miles of
xed small

was good in
poor in June

rted that four
NWHI in May of
yellowfin, and
 Tanaka,

0 49

124 337
92 734

4,294 4,375
0 0



and surface  pole-and-line! fisheries, the North American fish-
ery, and the total landings from 1961 through 1981 as presented
by Majors et al. �982! are shown in Figure 2. The catch figures
are complete only up to 1979 for all fisheries.

The catches made by the Japanese longline fishery have not
fluctuated very widely with a low of 10,000 MT in 1975 and a high
of 29,000 MT in 1967. The Japanese longliners fish in the North
Pacific subtropical zone during winter. It has been estimated
that 40 percent of the catch  by number! is albacore  Laurs et
al., 1981!. The area where they operate centers on lat. 32'N and
extends from 800 nmi off the coast of California westward across
the Pacific. The total albacore landings fluctuated between
47,000 MT in 1962 and 124,000 MT in 1976 in the North Pacific and
reflect the fluctuations of the Japanese surface catches which
ranged from a low of 9,000 MT in 1962 to a high of 85,000 MT in
1976. The catches made by U.S. jig boats have fluctuated between
10,000 MT in 1977 and 25,000 MT in 1963.
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Figure 2. The total albacore catch in the North American and the
Japanese longline and surface fisheries, 1961-81
 Majors et al., 1982!

1n recent years, there has been increased interest by U.S.
West Coast trollers to fish in waters northwest of Midway. The
Pacific Tuna Development Foundation sponsored exploratory fishing
surveys by West Coast trolling boats in areas northwest of Midway
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from 1975 to 1978. The surveys showed that trolling for albacore
in this area was practical for U.S. fishermen. In 1979, the
state of Hawaii and a private seafood processor obtained a 1-year
use permit from the Navy and organized a mother ship operation at.
Midway supporting 20 albacore trollers that fished to the north-
west of the island. This undertaking resulted in a catch of
2,000 tons of albacore which was valued at more than $3 million.

The state attempted to organize support operations for the
albacore trollers in 1980, 1981, and 1982 but were not able to do
so. The albacore trollers, however, fished the area northwest of
Midway in increased numbers and unloaded most of their catch in
Dutch Harbor, Alaska.

In 1981, an estimated 47 albacore trolling boats fished in
the area and landed an estimated 754 tons of mostly albacore in
Honolulu  B.M. Ito, 1983: personal communication!. This catch
was made in 38 trips which gave a catch rate of 20 tons per trip.
In 1982, about 54 boats fished in the area and landed their catch
in Honolulu  B.M. Ito, 1983: personal communication!. The catch
from 73 trips amounted to 1,858 tons which gave a catch rate of
25 tons per trip.

In 1982, the Hawaii Legislature appropriated funds to do a
feasibility study for establishing a Midway fishery support base.
DAR was given the responsibility for implementing the project.

At the present time, about a dozen albacore trolling boats
have left Honolulu and are headed for the fishing grounds to the
northwest of Midway.

OTHER PKIAGIC FISHERIES

One of the fisheries that is distant from the NWHI is a
gill-net fishery for squid centered on the Emperor Seamount

P ' ' ~ t
It was reported that 79 Taiwan gill-net vessels, 200 Japanese
squid jigging vessels, and about 200 Japanese squid gill-netting
vessels were fishing in August of 1981  Suisan Sekai, 1981!. The
Taiwan vessels reportedly made good catches of 3 to 6 tons of
squid per day.

The Japanese made a gill-netting survey from April 1979 to
January l980 in subarctic waters in the North Pacific for
pomfret, g>~a ~~c, and salmon shark, ~n~ d~t~g1g  Japan
Marine Fishery Resource Research Center, 1980-81!. Catches on
five cruises within that timespan included the following:
pomf ret, 247 MT; blue shark, $>~>~gag c~~~, 180 MT; albacore,
180 MT; and salmon shark, 86 MT. Total catch amounted to 806 MT.

Closer to Hawaii, a Japanese gill netter operating for 29
days within 200 miles of the NWHI during February and March
caught 57 striped marlin, 12 swordfish, 872 albacore, 2,191
skipjack tuna, 331 mahimahi, 659 pomfret, 152 amberjack, M~~o
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sp., 682 squids, 32 sharks, and 23 bigeye tuna  NMFS unpublished
data! ~

A Japanese gill-net fishery for North Pacific albacore,
which made nominal catches of between 1,000 and 4,000 MT per year
since its inception in the early 1970s up until 1980, caught an
estimated 15,000 to 20,000 MT in 1981  Bartoo and Kume, 1982!.

CONCLUSIOHS

This review shows that pelagic fisheries resources in the
NWHI area have been utilized by Japanese bait boats and long-
liners. It also shows that U.S. West Coast trollers are
increasing effort to harvest albacore and possibly other species
in the area.
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